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Reflection
Mirror, Mirror: A Twisted Tale poses the question,
what if the Evil Queen poisoned the prince? Following
her beloved mother's death, the kingdom falls into
the hands of Snow White's stepmother, commonly
referred to as "the Evil Queen" by those she rules.
Snow keeps her head down at the castle, hoping to
make the best of her situation. But when new
information about her parents resurfaces and a plot to
kill her goes haywire, everything changes for Snow.
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With the help of a group of wary dwarfs, a kind prince
she thought she'd never see again, and a mysterious
stranger from her past, Snow embarks on a quest to
stop the Evil Queen and take back her kingdom. But
can she stop an enemy who knows her every move
and will stop at nothing to retain her power including
going after the ones Snow loves?

Little Red Riding Hood
As plague ravages the overcrowded Earth, observed
by a ruthless lunar people, Cinder, a gifted mechanic
and cyborg, becomes involved with handsome Prince
Kai and must uncover secrets about her past in order
to protect the world in this futuristic take onthe
Cinderella story.

Ghost Huntress
Teen psychic Kendall Moorehead is about to embark
on the most dangerous and shocking ghost hunt of
her life. After all, it isn't every day that the ghost of
Princess Diana steps in as a personal spirit guide. But
Shy Di isn't the only surprise awaiting Kendall and her
team of teen paranormal superstars as they begin a
whirlwind tour of Europe with renowned TV medium
Oliver Bates. As soon as Kendall sets foot on British
soil she immediately encounters her first specter-a
meeting that raises many questions, and sends her
hot boyfriend Patrick rushing to help with the
mysteryand to comfort in the way only a boyfriend
can. Surely the trip to Paris and Rome will be even
more romantic than this first day in London. That is if
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Kendall's ex-boyfriend Jason stays out of the way. But
love problems and eerie British ghosts aren't Kendall's
only problems. Team leader Oliver has brought along
Scottish teen psychic Christian Campbell, a rising star
with a sinister aura about him-literally. When Christian
starts dabbling with a Ouija board during their
paranormal investigations, things turn dark, as a
potentially demonic entity named Dojo emerges. This
being torments Kendall, making her doubt her mission
and calling as a psychic. Kendall races to battle not
only Christian and his shadowy methods, but also
Dojowondering if both might be far more real than
she wants to believe.

Cinderella
A hard-working sheila, whingeing stepsisters, a fairy
godnanna and the best sheep-shearer in Gundarooit's the Aussie Cinderella! Cindy-Ella's stepsisters
Rachelle and Sheryle keep her busy feeding the
budgies, cleaning the dunny and cooking meat pies,
but she dreams of romance with Steve, the best
sheep-shearer in Gundaroo. She finally gets her
chance when her fairy godnanna helps her get ready
for the Gundaroo Singles Mingle Ball.

You Choose
In this twist on the traditional tale, Cinderella trains as
a ninja warrior to help her escape the control of her
evil stepmother and attend a special Magic Festival at
the palace. The reader is given chances throughout
the text to choose the direction of the plot.
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Fairytales for Feisty Girls
Could Taro, a fisherman’s son, be destined for
greatness? In the course of a day, Taro’s entire life
changes: His father is murdered before his eyes, and
Taro is taken by a mysterious ninja on a perilous
journey toward safety. Someone wants Taro dead, but
who—and why? With his best friend, Hiro, and their
ninja guide, Shusaku, Taro gets caught in the crossfire
of a bitter conflict between rival lords for control of
imperial Japan. As Taro trains to become a ninja
himself, he’s less and less sure that he wants to be
one. But when his real identity is revealed, it becomes
impossible for Taro to turn his back on his fate.

The Paper Bag Princess
Classic fairy tales are given a reboot in this series that
allows the reader to participate in the story by getting
to decide what the characters will do. Depending on
their choice, readers flip to that relevant tab for the
continuation of the story.

Cinder
What if the sleeping beauty never woke up? Once
Upon a Dream marks the second book in a new YA
line that reimagines classic Disney stories in
surprising new ways. It should be simple--a dragon
defeated, a slumbering princess in a castle, a prince
poised to wake her. But when the prince falls asleep
as his lips touch the fair maiden's, it is clear that this
fairy tale is far from over. With a desperate fairy's last
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curse controlling her mind, Princess Aurora must
escape from a different castle of thorns and navigate
a dangerously magical landscape--created from her
very own dreams. Aurora isn't alone--a charming
prince is eager to join her quest, and old friends offer
their help. But as Maleficent's agents follow her every
move, Aurora struggles to discover who her true allies
are and, moreover, who she truly is. Time is running
out. Will the sleeping beauty be able to wake herself
up?

The Eiffel Tower's Daughter
"Classic tales with modern twists"--Cover.

Buzz Kill
Cinderella's stepmother and two stepsisters treat her
like dirt. Each and every day, they force her to clean
their clothes, cook their meals, and only give her rags
to wear and crumbs to eat. But each night, in secret
and in shadows, Cinderella trains to be a ninja! More
than anything, CinderellaÊyearns to becomeÊthe
Prince's personal bodyguard. When the opportunity to
prove her worth to the Prince finally arrives in the
form of an invitation to a royal costume ball,
Cinderella's stepmother won't let her go! But this time
around, Ninja-rella isn't going to take "no" for an
answer . . .

Ninja-rella
What if Mulan had to travel to the Underworld? When
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Captain Shang is mortally wounded by Shan Yu in
battle, Mulan must travel to the Underworld, Diyu, in
order to save him from certain death. But King Yama,
the ruler of Diyu, is not willing to give Shang up
easily. With the help of Shang's great lion guardian
ShiShi, Mulan must traverse Diyu to find Shang's
spirit, face harrowing obstacles, and leave by
sunrise--or become King Yama's prisoner forever.
Moreover, Mulan is still disguised as the soldier called
Ping, wrestling with the decision to reveal her true
identity to her closest friend. Will Mulan be able to
save Shang before it's too late? Will he ever be able
to trust her again? Or will she lose him--and be lost in
the Underworld--forever?

Dead on Delivery
In the tradition of the critically acclaimed X-Men and
Spider-Man Fairy Tales, Marvel makes its move on
melding more modern myths - this time starring
Earth's Mightiest Heroes! Featuring all-new
interpretations of Peter Pan, Pinocchio, Alice in
Wonderland, and the Wizard of Oz, see Captain
America, Iron Man, Thor, and the rest of the Avengers
as you've never seen them before! Collects Avengers
Fairy Tales #1-4

Of Beast and Beauty
When a spell gone wrong shatters Snow White's
enchanted mirror, a demon escapes into the world.
The demon's magic distorts the vision of all it
touches, showing them only ugliness and hate. It is a
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power that turns even friends and lovers into mortal
foes, one that will threaten humans and fairies alike.

Blood Ninja
In this You Choose adventure Little Red Riding Hood
can be a girl in an urban park, a boy in the middle of a
war, or the more traditional girl in the forest--the
choice is up to the reader.

Hamster Princess: Whiskerella
The end of the world has come and gone. The earth is
buried in asteroid dust that mutates human DNA, and
sixteen-year-old orphan Glory and her brother are
among those affected. Glory's got a secret: once she
loses control of her emotions, the intensity of her
gaze can kill. If her Deviant ability is discovered, she'll
be expunged—kicked out of the dome to be tortured
and killed by the sadistic, scab-covered Shredders
who are addicted to the lethal dust covering the
planet. But no matter how much Glory wants to be rid
of her unique ability to kill with her emotions, no
matter how much she wishes she could be with Cal, a
newly turned spy for the authorities, Glory will protect
her younger brother at all costs. After Glory's brother
is discovered, she's determined to get him to safety,
but escaping the domed city that's been her entire
world is no easy task…even for a Deviant.

Avengers Fairy Tales
Renowned girl hero and feisty author Susannah
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McFarlane presents an illustrated collection of 'tilted'
fairytales featuring girls with smarts.

Frozen: Conceal, Don't Feel
Raised to be a sacrifice to protect her people in the
domed city of Yuan, blind princess Isra endeavors to
help Banished citizens who were cast out because of
their Monstrous traits and enlists the help of mutant
boy Gem while uncovering dark secrets from her
society's past. By the author of Juliet Immortal.

Ninja Red Riding Hood
After a tornado hits Bailey Tarbell's family farm all the
animals are mixed up and it takes some creative
thinking for Bailey to get things straightened
out--almost!

A Tangle of Hearts
What if Ariel had never defeated Ursula? It's been five
years since the infamous sea witch defeated the little
mermaid and took King Triton's life in the process.
Ariel is now the voiceless queen of Atlantica, while
Ursula runs Prince Eric's kingdom on land. But when
Ariel discovers that her father might still be alive, she
finds herself returning to a world--and a prince--she
never imagined she would see again.

Far Out Fairy Tales
Companion to the hit The Three Ninja Pigs, this
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fractured fairy tale is a sure-fire storytime hit. Wolf
just can’t catch a break! Ever since the three little
pigs started teaching everyone Ninja skills, huffing
and puffing just hasn’t been enough to scare up a
good meal. His craving for meat sends Wolf to classes
at the dojo, and soon he’s ready to try out his new
moves. A little girl and her tiny granny should be easy
targets—right? Not if Little Red has anything to say
about it! Kiya!

A Twisted Tale
Before they can save the world from the monstrous
phantoms, four girls who have the power to control
the classical elements: earth, air, fire, and water must
first try to figure out how to work together.

Cindy Ella
The gods of ancient Greece must find a mortal
champion to defend their fate. “Go and seek the one I
have told you about, she is frail and in need of help.
Look not of upper blood, for I have seen her down in
the dirt. She is held against her will. Find her and you
shall find your savior.” — The Oracle of Delphi In
ancient Greece the young maiden, Amarantha, is
captured and sold in the slave market of Athens.
"What fates await?" she wonders. "And what divine
design will the Olympian gods have for me?" As
unexpectedly as she had found herself placed in
chains, Amarantha finds herself purchased by a
mysterious master who refuses to reveal his true
identity. But he is no ordinary man, nor she an
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ordinary slave. Under her master's tutelage,
Amarantha is trained as a fighter and challenged to
prove herself in battle after battle until her skills are
perfected and she is granted the right to know his
true identity. He is Ares, god of war and the son of
Zeus. And she is to become Champion to the gods of
Olympus; bound forever to serve and vanquish all
foes until the gods themselves grant her peace. But
even gods are not immune to the fickle twists of fate,
and Amarantha is soon ripped from her quiet resting
place and cast through time itself to do battle with a
modern day reincarnation of an old foe - a madman
bent on rewriting history to suit his own twisted
desire. She must act quickly to win this battle, for the
fate of all Olympian gods hangs in a delicate balance
between immortality and the realization that even the
gods themselves may be returned to the dust from
which they arose.

Harriet the Invincible
A funny, feminist twist on the Cinderella fairy tale for
fans of fractured fairy tales Princess Harriet
Hamsterbone is not the kind of princess who enjoys
fancy dresses or extravagant parties. Cliff-diving,
fractions, and whacking people with swords are more
her thing. So when she's forced to attend a boring ball
in honor of a visiting ambassador, Harriet is less than
thrilled--until a bewitchingly beautiful stranger
arrives. Who is she? And where did she come from?
The mystery leads to a not-so-wicked stepsister, an
incontinent lizard, and a fairy's spell that's really more
of a curse. Luckily, Harriet knows a thing or two about
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curses Smart, funny, and filled with swashbuckling
adventure, book five in the critically acclaimed
Hamster Princess series is a hilariously re-told fairy
tale for the modern age.

Part of Your World
Messenger Melina Markowitz delivers the post for the
otherworldly beings in her community. Recently,
however things have started to go wrong. There are
two men who have bitten the dust after a delivery
from Melina and even her boyfriend, policeman Ted
Goodnight, has started to ask questions. As she tries
to put together the pieces of this puzzle, she
discovers that the two victims share common friends,
common unexplained absences and a common crime.
Now, dark forces from the local community have been
unleashed, drawing Melina into the web of a powerful
woman

The Stepsister Scheme
Deviants
Putting the dead in deadline To Bee or not to Bee?
When the widely disliked Honeywell Stingers football
coach is found murdered, 17-year-old Millie is
determined to investigate. She is chasing a lead for
the school newspaper—and looking to clear her
father, the assistant coach, and prime suspect. Millie's
partner is gorgeous, smart—and keeping secrets
Millie joins forces with her mysterious classmate
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Chase who seems to want to help her even while
covering up secrets of his own. She’s starting to get a
reputation . . . without any of the benefits.
Drama—and bodies—pile up around Millie and she
chases clues, snuggles Baxter the so-ugly-he’sadorable bassett hound, and storms out of the world’s
most awkward school dance/memorial mash-up. At
least she gets to eat a lot of pie. Best-selling author
Beth Fantaskey’s funny, fast-paced blend of Clueless
and Nancy Drew is a suspenseful page-turner that is
the best time a reader can have with buried weapons,
chicken clocks, and a boy who only watches gloomy
movies . . . but somehow makes Millie smile. Bee-lieve
it.

Mirror, Mirror
The Eiffel Tower's Daughter is written by 10-year-old
Bethany Huang. The book is ranked No.1 on SBEP
Reading List 2011 from Boys Hope Girls Hope of
Colorado, a non-profit organization. Bethany Huang
and her book were reported by over 100 media, such
as Thomson Reuters, MSNBC TV, Fox News, PBS,
PIX11 TV, Voice of America (VOA), Sino TV, Shanghai
TV, DragonTV, Hong Kong TV, Italy TV, Spain TV, Thai
TV, World Journal and China PeopleDaily-Abroad
Edition, around the world. The book was distributed in
100 major online bookstores in 30 countries around
world in North America, Europe, Asia, Africa, Pacific
Islands and Latin America. The Eiffel Towers Daughter
is a story about love, compassion, family and life. A
girl who has to face it all with no one to help her. She
runs away from home the day after her divorced
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Mother unknowingly marries a spy. Swanilde has to
deal with rivalry and vengeance on her way to warn
her father and ask for help. Swanilde thinks shes on a
quest for truth, but her family reveals all of the
secrets and lies they have been hiding from her for
years. As Swanildes world crumbles under her, she
realizes how precious life is and how short it is. She
tries to deal with all of the obstacles in her way to find
who she really is-until disaster strikes and shes
running again.

Fate of Flames
After her castle and clothes are destroyed by the
dragon, Princess Elizabeth, dressed only in a paper
bag, sets out to rescue Prince Ronald, who was taken
captive.

The Art of Game Design
What if Anna and Elsa never knew each other? As the
future Queen of Arendelle, Princess Elsa's life is full of
expectation and responsibility—not to mention,
questions. What type of ruler will she be? When will
she have to pick a suitor? And why has she always
harbored the feeling that some critical piece of herself
is missing? Following the unexpected death of her
parents, Elsa is forced to answer those questions
sooner than she'd hoped, becoming the sole ruler of
her kingdom and growing lonelier than ever. But
when mysterious powers begin to reveal themselves,
Elsa starts to remember fragments of her childhood
that seem to have been erased—pieces that include a
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very familiar-looking girl. Determined to fill the void
she has always felt, Elsa must take a harrowing
journey across her icy kingdom to undo a terrible
curse . . . and find the missing Princess of Arendelle.

Sleeping Beauty
Harriet Hamsterbone is not your average princess. For
one thing, she's a hamster. For another, she prefers
sword-fighting and fractions to sighing and fainting.
So when Harriet finds out that she was cursed at birth
to fall into a deep sleep at the age of twelve, she
doesn't exactly react the way her parents were
expecting. After all, no good curse goes to waste, and
so until the age of twelve, Harriet realizes she's . . .
invincible! Of courses, there is still that whole curse
thing, but she'll worry about that later.

The Lives of Tao
A hard-working sheila, whingeing stepsisters, a fairy
godnanna and the best sheep-shearer in Gundarooit's the Aussie Cinderella! Cindy-Ella's stepsisters
Rachelle and Sheryle keep her busy feeding the
budgies, cleaning the dunny and cooking meat pies,
but she dreams of romance with Steve, the best
sheep-shearer in Gundaroo. She finally gets her
chance when her fairy godnanna helps her get ready
for the Gundaroo Singles Mingle Ball.

Cinderella
In this twist on the Sleeping Beauty fairy tale, Princess
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Lucette, cursed as a baby by her evil vampire aunt,
discovers as she grows older that the only way to
protect herself and her kingdom is to train as a
vampire slayer. The reader is given chances
throughout the text to choose the direction of the
plot.

The Snow Queen's Shadow
A hell bent for leather collection! Ripped from
yesterday fs nastiest headlines! A dark look at the
depth of twisted human depravity! As well as a
Completely Awesome Collection of Totally Twisted
Tales from the clinically insane minds of Kevin
Eastman and

So This is Love
What if Cinderella never tried on the glass slipper?
Unable to prove that she's the missing princess, and
unable to bear life under Lady Tremaine any longer,
Cinderella attempts a fresh start, looking for work at
the palace as a seamstress. But when the Grand Duke
appoints her to serve under the king's visiting sister,
Cinderella becomes witness to a grand conspiracy to
take the king—and the prince—out of power, as well
as a longstanding prejudice against fairies, including
Cinderella's own Fairy Godmother. Faced with
questions of love and loyalty to the kingdom,
Cinderella must find a way to stop the villains of past
and present . . . before it's too late.

As Fate Decrees
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Anyone can master the fundamentals of game design
- no technological expertise is necessary. The Art of
Game Design: A Book of Lenses shows that the same
basic principles of psychology that work for board
games, card games and athletic games also are the
keys to making top-quality videogames. Good game
design happens when you view your game from many
different perspectives, or lenses. While touring
through the unusual territory that is game design, this
book gives the reader one hundred of these lenses one hundred sets of insightful questions to ask
yourself that will help make your game better. These
lenses are gathered from fields as diverse as
psychology, architecture, music, visual design, film,
software engineering, theme park design,
mathematics, writing, puzzle design, and
anthropology. Anyone who reads this book will be
inspired to become a better game designer - and will
understand how to do it.

Cindy-Ella
Think you know the story of Cinderella? Think again
This laugh-out-loud picture book turns the traditional
tale TOTALLY upside down!

Kevin Eastman's Totally Twisted Tales
Danielle Whiteshore, aka Cinderella, reveals what
really happens after the "happily ever after" as she,
along with Snow White and Sleeping Beauty, race
against time to rescue her husband, Prince Armand,
from the clutches of some of fantasyland's most
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nefarious villains. Original.

Once Upon a Dream: A Twisted Tale
Goodreads Choice 2013 Nominee - Science Fiction
When out-of-shape IT technician Roen woke up and
started hearing voices in his head, he naturally
assumed he was losing it. He wasn’t. He now has a
passenger in his brain – an ancient alien life-form
called Tao, whose race crash-landed on Earth before
the first fish crawled out of the oceans. Now split into
two opposing factions – the peace-loving, but underrepresented Prophus, and the savage, powerful Genjix
– the aliens have been in a state of civil war for
centuries. Both sides are searching for a way offplanet, and the Genjix will sacrifice the entire human
race, if that’s what it takes. Meanwhile, Roen is
having to train to be the ultimate secret agent. Like
that’s going to end up well… File Under: Science
Fiction [ The Tug of War | I Was Genghis | Diary of a
Slob | Spy vs Spy ] From the Paperback edition.

Snow Glass Apples
Hearts will tangle, romance will ignite Continue the
journey in A Tangle of Hearts. Order now! *Beware of
spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler
alerts*

Cinderella's Sister and the Big Bad Wolf
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